NA ACPchapter formed, strives for equality
By GWEN BROWN
The Black Student Alliance has formed a NAACP
chapter at James Madison University.
At a recent BSA meeting. Dr. Emmett Burns,
regional director of the National Association for the
Advancement of Colored People, emphasized the
importance of black students organizing a college
chapter at JMU.
"It's a training process," Burns said. "You must
become involved now so that you can help your race
strive for equal rights when you graduate from
Madison."
Blacks do not have as much freedom as whites at
JMU, according to Charles Thomas, NAACP
president for Harrisonburg and Rockingham County.
The administration should make the lifestyle more
suitable for blacks to attend JMtr; he said.
"Harrisonburg needs black teachers, counselors,

bankers, etc, and is still using color barriers to deny
us the right to make our lives better," he added.

'Blacks do not have at much
freedom at whites'
BSA MEMBERS expressed their goals as more
black administration,and faculty, as well as increased quality of education and adequate housing
facilities here.
According to Burns, the NAACP also strives for
increased higher education and economic development for blacks, and provides legal assistance in

solving nationwide injustices.
"We must be damn sure that there is no conflict
between NAACP and BSA," said JMU student
Zachary Clark.
"There is a danger that the administration will
play off one group more than the other," Burns said,
adding that any favoritism will depend on who is
chosen to lead the NAACP chapter.
Several BSA members have been active in their
hometown NAACP chapters.
Included among chapter responsibilities are
participation in regional and national conventions,
fundraising for the NAACP, maintaining educational
equality and holding monthly executive board
meetings.
"You are not alone," Burns said. "Many colleges
nationwide have organized NAACP chapters and
many more will be formed."
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Cunningham says,

Group formed to 'pacify'
ttudentt remaint inactive
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A RECENT Valley Ice storm brought cold temperatures and this glittering scene in
front of JMl's Hoffman Hall.

Building funds requested
By KELLY BOWERS
James Madison University will request state funds for the planning of a new
Fine Arts building.
Institutional Research is preparing a report to be submitted to the state
legislature, and a decision is expected in March, according to Dr. Donald
McConkey, dean of the School of Fine Arts and Communication.
If approved, the building is scheduled to be built between Duke Fine Arts
Center and Cleveland hall facing Main Street.
McConkey said plans are for the building to have 39,000 square feet, making
it larger than the recently completed School of Education and Human Services building.
The new building will be used to accommodate tha art, music, theatre and,
possibly, dance programs, according to McConkey.
"We need studio space for art, and we need significantly more space for
music. We need more recital halls, band rooms and orchestra rooms. The
theatre needs more storage space; could get out of Wampler," McConkey
explained.
He added that the university would like the planning money to be included in
Virginia's next bi-ennium budget. But, the dean does not expect actual construction to begin for another four or five years.

By GREG HENDERSON
The James Madison UniversityHarrisonburg Relations Committee,
formed two years ago to help alleviate
problems between the university and
the community, has become nonfunctional, according to Student
Government Association President
Chuck Cunningham.
"It really hasn't been in existence
as far as we know," Cunningham
said, "I know they haven't done
anything this year.
The committee, comprised of
student, faculty members and
Harrisonburg residents was formed
by Mayor Roy Erickson in fall 1978 in
response to tension caused by new
city zoning ordinances.
The most controversial zoning
change lowered the number, of
unrelated persons who could live in an
R-l zone residence from five to two.
The change left many JMU commuters without a place to live.
Cunningham said the committee is
necessary, but that it was not
originally formed with a long-term
purpose.
"The committee was established
just to pacify the students and try to
calm them down," he said."so that
they wouldn't rush over to the General
Registrar, register to vote, and then
vote those City Council members out
who did this, (changed the zoning
laws),"
JOHN BYRD.the chairman of the
Board of Zoning Appeals in
Harrisonburg, disagreed saying the
committee "was a pacifier only to the
extent that something needed to be
done to involve all parties." Byrd was
appointed by Erickson to head the
Community Relations Committee.
The committee was formed by the
mayor and will "continue to function"
until a time when the mayor should
decide to dissolve it, Byrd added. The
committee met "quite often" between
October and the spring of 1978, Byrd
said, citing a lack of communication
between members as a major reason
why it was somewhat inactive last
year.
Although the committee has not met
this year, Byrd said it "is due to meet
soon." One of its goals will be to

revitalize the committee by setting up
an agenda calling for a minimum of
two meetings a year, Byrd noted.
The relations committee itself has
no direct power, but is basically a
sounding board for grievances between the university and the community. The committee can make
suggestions to the city council, but it
is not a voting body.
Commuter Student Committee
Chairman Jeff French said the
Relations Committee, "has the
potential for being valuable for "the
community." but that it does not get
the exposure or have the power it
needs to be effective.
"I THINK that more attention
should be paid to the committee,"
French said, adding that it probably
could solve some of the smaller
problems concerning students and
Harrisonburg residents
Although the Relations Committee
has not been active since the zoning
controversy, both Byrd and Cunningham agreed that community
relations have improved.
Current JMU-Harrisonburg
relations are "excellent", Byrd said,
adding that there have been "no
major problems" since the zoning
issue was resolved.
"I think the community relations
are doing fine," Cunningham said, but
he added that there is still a need for
better communications. If the
Relations Committee does not get off
the ground soon, he said, "we're
gonna work to reestablish it."

Inside...
—Although deemed a "con
play," Punch Henry's Jan
Funeral will be performed at the
Kennedy Center in January. See
Folio review, page it.
—The Dukes' basketball team
will compete in its moat difficult
tMtrnament ever, as it enters the
Lapchick Tournment in New
York. See Sports, page 13.
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Greek system to add fraternity and sorority
By MARGO COBLE
The Greek system at James
Madison University soon may
add a new sorority and
fraternity, according to the
Dean
of
Students.
Lambda
Chi
Alpha
fraternity and Kappa Delta
sorority have been invited to
"colonize" here. Dr. Lacy
Daniel said. Both groups must
operate as colonies until they
receive official recognition
from their national offices and
from the Commission on
Student Services here, Daniel
added.

KAPPA DELTA previously
had a chapter at JMU, but
folded some three years ago

'Students interested in being founders
of a new group and willing to work
hard may join'
Interfraternity
Council
recently
requested
administrative permission to
invite a new chapter here. The
Council
asked
national
fraternities
to
make
presentations, but in September discovered a decision
made three years ago to add
Lambda Chi Alpha, Daniel
explained, and IFC agreed to
abide by the original decision.
NEW ON-CAMPUS Greek
housing became available
after the agreement was
made and IFC asked Lambda
Chi Alpha to wait awhile
before forming a JMU
chapter,
Daniel
said.
The fraternity will begin its
rush period in February, he
said. Its Director of Expansion Duane Creting will be
at JMU to work with local
alumnae in forming a colony,
according to Warner, adding
that students will be in-

In conjuction with the
Panhellenic Council, a team
from the Kappa Delta national
office plans to conduct the
rush at JMU, Warner said.
Both Daniel an.id Warner
believe the two groups have a
good chance at succeeding
here.
According to Daniel, the
new groups are in a unique
position to offer a different
type of organization that may
attract students with a
slightly different motivation.
S'udents interested in being
f Minders of a new group and
willing to work hard may join,
he said

terviewed to decide who will
be invited to join.
The addition of
the
fraternity reflects the growth
of the Greek system at JMU,
said IFC President John
Moribito, adding that each
fraternity is strong enough to
support
a
new
one.
The addition of Kappa Delta
sorority is a little different,
said Donna Warner, assistant
Dean
of
Students.

because it did not have enough
members when the new Greek
housing became available,
Warner
explained.
"They have been invited to
come back and start a new
colony through our office and
through Panhellenic
(Council), but we haven't had
any official response from
them yet," she said. "I think
they will probably come back.
Its just a question of how soon
that will be."

WARNER ADDED that
students are more interested
in campus involvement, and
as long as the Greeks offer
something
positive
they
should continue to grow.
Neither group will have its
own house on Greek row at
first, Daniel said.
Kappa Delta is the sixth
largest national sorority and
was founded at Longwood
College. Other chapters exist
at the College of William and
Mary, University of Virginia
and
Virginia
Tech.
Founded at the University
of Baltimore, Lambda Chi
Alpha is the second largest
fraternity in number of

chapters and colonies and has
the fourth largest membership. Other chapters exist
at Randolph Macon College,
the University of Richmond,

William and Mary, Old
Dominion University,
Hampden Sydney College.
Virgina Tech and Washington
and Lee University.
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es set back % V
recreation facility
completion date
By CINDY ELMORE
"It's not necessarily a lot of
money. Things aren't going to
get any cheaper. Somewhere
down the road we're going to
have to build it."
According to Dean Ehlers,
director of intercollegiate
athletics at James Madison
University, the $7 million
appropriated for the 7,000-seat
convocation and recreation
facility across Interstate 81 is
well spent, even though
Godwin Hall currently can
seat 4,500. 4,800 with rollaway
bleachers and 5,500 at concerts.

changing, but that's pretty
standard for a change of this
magnitude. Normally, when
you start a project, you would
see it through to completion on
the original drawings. It
makes it real difficult."
Originally,
the
state
legislature allocated a total
$4.5 million for JMU to expand
Godwin Hall, permitting more
seating, and to build an intramural facility. However,
once construction had begun
last spring, the General
Assembly agreed to permit
JMU to consolidate the funds—putting the total amount

' Somewhere down the road
we're going to have to build it'
"I think we really need this
type of facility, and the sooner
the better," Ehlers said.
Although scheduled for an
early 1982 completion, due to
delays, workers will be hard
pressed to meet this projection, according to Bob Price,
vice president of the Roanokebased Creative Construction
Co. Creative Construction is
the builder for the JMU
project.
HALTS IN construction
have occurred because of
architectural changes due to a
transfer of funds from Godwin
Hall and an alteration in the
new building's function.
"There's been a whole lot of
delay," Price said. "It's still

into the new facility and
altering its function so once
built, all major indoor athletic
events would be held there.
The unaltered Godwin Hall
will primarily be used for
intramural and recreational
events, as well as maintaining
its office, classroom, swimming and gymnastic capacity.
THE CHANGES have made
it "real difficult" for Creative
Construction, Price said.
"There's still so many things
in there we don't know about.
All the interior finishes,
mechanical system, electrical
system, all you-name-it is up
in the air. All we're clear on at
this point is the outside
structure. We don't even know

THE $7 MILLION recreation facility received
Si million in gifts and donations. Due to

what kind of floor is going in."
According to Ehlers, the
indoor floor covering still
must be opened for bids by the
state. With specifications still
to be drawn up, Ehlers said
some type of synthetic
material probably will be
chosen.
He said that the only
changes being made are so
that the new facility can accommodate public events.
This includes the addition of
restrooms and concessions.
The
convocation
and
recreation facility will include
a 220-meter indoor track and
will seat 7-8,000, depending on
the event, said Fred Hilton,
assistant to the vice president
of university relations. The
folding seats will have armrests and backs, but will be
movable so concerts and
conventions can be held there.
"FROM
A
basketball
standpoint," the building

Pholo by MHra »l«vli»

changes, the completion date may be hard to
meet, according to a construction official.

should be adequate for JMU's
needs, Ehlers said, and it also
could house football and
soccer practices during inclement weather.
"I would be a little concerned about too many conventions (there)," Ehlers
added, "especially during
basketball
season.
Any
revenue you produce helps,
but the building primarily is
for student use."
The $7 million facilty
received $1 million in gifts and
donations, $1.5 million from
the city of Harrisonburg for
the use of JMU land across I81 for the construction of a
steam plant, and an original
$4.5 million from the state for
its construction and the
originally-planned expansion
of Godwin HaU.
But according to Price, "it's
no doubt (the architectural
changes) have got to increase
costs" of the facility.

PRESENTLY, 3,000
parking spaces are planned to
be built across 1-81, but most
spectators are expected to be
on campus students, who can
walk to the building through
the pedestrian tunnel beneath
the highway, Ehlers noted.
This parking also can accommodate spectators to th
JMU football game.
The road leading to the new
building may begin between
the Valley Mall and Kroger,
and end at Port Republic
Road, according to Bill Neff,
owner of land behind the
Valley Mall. He added that no
payment for his land has been
discussed yet, but that
eventually he expects that
entire area across 1-81 to
develop.
"Anything that would open
up traffic on the south side of
us, we'd be tickled to death,"
said Ned Hilliard, Valley Mall
manager.

CSC proposes parking and car pooling ideas
Parking spaces in J-lot to be relined
By JENNIFER YOUNG
About 150 parking spaces in
J-lot will be relined by early
spring to alleviate the traffic
congestion problems.
Currently, there are rows of
cars parked from one end of
the lot to the other with no
open space to drive across the
aisles.
"If there is an accident,
emergency vehicles can enter
and leave easily if there is
designated parking," said

Doug Marshall, co-chairman
of the Commuter Student
Committee.
The CSC drew up the
proposal to have the spaces
relined, and it was proposed to
the Student Government
Association by Marshall. The
SGA passed the proposal and
referred it to Buildings and
Grounds.
The proposal stated that the
present parking situation in Jlot is both a safety hazard and

be left up to the Parking
Committee and campus police
to provide ample parking
facilities, said George Marcum, supervisor of Buildings
and Grounds.
Because the Cantrell Street
entrance to J-lot is closed cars
are parked "every which
way," according to Marcum.
"I would like to see the
Cantrell entrance way opened
and the temporary entrance
closed," he said, adding that

PARKING LOT

Q

PARKING S".oo Ah - S'.OO P*
0 PERMIT ONLY
he has no indication of when
the Cantrell entrance will be
opened.
An entrance and exit pathway should be marked which
goes across J-lot perpendicular to the existing
rows to allow for safe access,

me proposal said.
If there are now 200 cars
parked in J-lot, then it would
a tremendous inconvenience
to those using J-lot and
whereas, the present J-lot
design with no breaks in the
aisles causes major traffic
congestion."

Students encouraged to use car pool
By JENNIFER YOUNG
The Commuter Student
Committee is encouraging
students to take advantage of
the car pooling service by
WMRA radio station here.
Students who want to car
pool can pick up the necessary
form outside the commuter
students office in Warren

University office and deliver
it to WMRA. The radio station
will then try to match the
student with someone in the
area requested.
WMRA came up with this
idea last year, and a car
pooling system was first
started by the faculty
members of this university.
"President Carrier seemed

pleased, so we went ahead and
had posters put up in windows
of various stores all over the
Rockingham area, inviting
anyone who was interested in
a car pool," said Elliott Wiser,
news director of WMRA.
"Currently, there are 15 to
25 car pools but there are a
number of people we can't
find rides for," Wiser said.

t
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Notary public service available;
SGA treasurer commissioned
By CHRIS WARD
As another facet in its
"Working for You" theme for
this year, the Student
Government Association now
offers a free notary public
service to students.
SGA Treasurer Bill Sulik
recently became an officially
recognized notary public in
Virginia state.
The service had been
available
to
students
previously but with a usual
charge of between $1 and $5.
"It was our chance to offer
another service to the
students," Sulik said.
The procedure is simple,
according to the new notary
public. Applications may be
obtained from the Notary
Clerk of the Commonweatlh of
Virginia for $10. The only

other cost is a $25 license fee.
"YOU NEED to fill out the
information (on the application) in front of another
notary public," Sulik said.
"Then you need two people
who are registered voters in
the state to vouch for you.
Then comes the hard part."
The "hard part" is getting
the required signature of a
judge or member of the state
General Assembly, according
to Sulik. He was lucky enough
to receive the assistance of
Kevin Miller, an accounting
and finance instructor at
James Madison University
and a member of Virginia's
General Assembly.
"Chuck (Cunningham, SGA
president) knows Mr. Miller
pretty well so he was able to

get him to help," Sulik said,
adding that "it was unfortunate that it took so long to
get it.
"We could have used it
during the elections on the
absentee ballots that so many
students needed notarized,"
he noted.
Sulik does see the notary
service as being valuable,
although he admits that its
continued use next year will
depend on student interest this
year. The SGA paid the application and license fees in
order to provide the free
service to JMU students.
"If it is really used, then
we'll get someone else in the
office next year," Sulik, a
senior, said. "If it isn't, we'll
drop it. It is sort of experimental this year."

Photo by MUw aMevlns

SGA TREASURER Bill Sulik recently became an officially
recognized notary public.

Controversy over Benatar tickets continues
By SANDE SNEAD
Reserved seating for the
Nov. 30 Pat Benatar concert in
Wilson Hall was a major topic
of discussion at last week's
University Program Board
meeting.
According to Chairperson
Debbie Erwin, members of
the Student Government
Association Senate had accused the UPB of saving
seats. "The sales were conducted fairly," Erwin said.
"Seats were reserved for the
executive council and one
guest and the concert committee, as is standard
procedure for concerts."
She added that seats also
were reserved for students
MEN

who volunteered to help set up
the concert, as a way of
repayment.
Even though the concert
tickets were sold out within
five hours last week, the
possibility of a second
showing is not likely, Erwin
said, adding, "We're working
on it, but a second show would
mean re-ordering tickets,
among other things, and I just
don't think it will be done."
UPB
members
also
discussed the successful trip
to the Charlestown races in
West Virginia. According to
Lee Owen, travel committee
chairman, "The $15 fee included a chartered university
bus, admission to the track
with clubhouse seating and a

buffet dinner which was held
at the clubhouse." Owen said
29 persons took the trip and
one student won $140 at the
races. He added that another

trip is planned
semester.

for

next

The
committee
also
discussed
the
Inter-hall

Council winter dance to be
held Dec. 7 at Godwin Hall.
Erwin noted that the dance
was not being publicized
enough on campus.

Weapon registration required
By KELLY BOWERS
Resident students who have
shotguns, rifles or bows for
hunting purposes should
register and store their
weapons
with
campus
security, according to Alan
MacNutt, director of security
and safety.
According to the 1980-81
student handbook, weapons
are only allowed on campus

"one week before and during
the
appropriate
hunting
season." Handguns are forbidden on campus except by
authorized security officers,
MacNutt said.
He added that students are
given a receipt when they
store their weapon which they
must present to claim it.
Weapons must then be taken
off campus.

Storage space is limited and
is on a first-come, first-serve
basis, according to MacNutt.
He advised students to call
security before bringing
weapons in to be registered.
Students failing to comply
with
campus
weapons
regulations are guilty of
university violations and may
be brought before the judicial
coordinator, MacNutt said.
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Pizzeria to become
a dining alternative

NEXT YEAR, students may be able to enjoy
pizza as a dining alternative in the present

By BRUCE POTTS
A pizzeria may become a
dining hall alternate for
James Madison University
students as early as August
1981, according to Robert
Griffin, director of food
services here.
Griffin said a pizzeria has
been proposed to the administration "to improve
service" to food contract
customers.
If approved, the pizzeria
would be constructed in what
is now the commuter sudent
lounge in the basement of
Gibbons Dining Hall. An
architect has drawn up tentative plans, to be approved
by Colonel Adolph Phillips,
vice-president for business

Ptwto by Dan O'ltim

Gibbons Dining Hall commuter lounge.

affairs at JMU, and President
Ronald Carrier.
"I think they will be
favorably inclined to the
idea," Griffin said, adding
that beer will probably be
served, and that the pizzeria
may start a delivery service.
"We might
get
into
deliveries somewhere along
the line. A lot of schools have
tried it with varying degrees
of success," Griffin said.
According to Griffin the
proposal to build a pizzeria
originated two or three years
ago.
Other schools such as the
University of Maryland,
University of Virginia and
University
of
Delaware
currently
are
operating
pizzerias, he said.
The pizzeria will be named
"Pete's" Griffin said adding
that his goal is to have the
establishment opened by
August 1981.
The Student Government
Association strongly supports
the opening of the pizzeria,
accoriding to Isabel Cumming, chairman of the SGA
food services committee A
bill of opinion in support of a
pizzeria or alternate dining
site passed the student senate
unanimously.
"We definitely need another
eating place," Cumming said.
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James Madison University's John Humphreys and
Jerome Sturm won the overall
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debaters took five speaker
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Lee University Debates which
were held recently in
Lexington.
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Humphreys and Sturm
scored a 3-0 decision over
George
Washington
University in the championship round. The George
Washington team had beaten
Humphreys and Sturm twice
in preliminary rounds this
year.
Humphreys won the top
speaker award for the tournament and Sturm placed
fifth among 20 participants in
the varsity division. The JMU
team compiled a 4-2 record in
preliminary rounds on the
topic dealing with the
strenthening
of
foreign
military commitments.
JMU's Dan Butswinkas and
Dan Mazella finished fifth in
the varsity competition with a
3-3 record.and Butswinkas
was recognized as the third
best speaker.
Participating in the novice
division, JMU's Shelly Nobles
and Jean DeHart placed
fourth with a preliminary
record of 4-2. Nobles received
the top speaker award and
DeHart was recognized as the
jetoiid 'bestv speaker • hi the
novice division.
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Jean commercials
attracting attention
(**» mm firm w«r

Advertising for designer jeans ing to be firm believers in (he blue
seems (o be following the old maxim jean market.
Companies owning designer jeans
that sex sells. Some consider these
blue jean commercials to be just a lit- are buying lots of television time to
ensure that the market for their protle too blue.
duct does not fade over time. The
The television commercials shoul a designer jean companies budget as
message loud and clear, "with a light much as 15 percent of their sales on
pair of jeans, you can acquire status advertising, as compared with the 2
and your ihoice of mates."
percent budgeted by Levi Strauss &
For example, Sergio Valente jean Co., which is the largest U.S. jean
commercials feature a tall, dark and maker. Designer jeans retail for aphairy-chested man with a blonde on proximately $40, while Levis cost
each arm. He is rich and his jeans, $26.
which cost $40 a pair, feature
The designer jeans market accounts
elaborate stitching on the back
for only 5 to 10 percent of the $6.6 '
pockets. Sergio is a myth and his imbillion jeans industry, whereas Levi
age was created by an apparel maker,
has a one-third share.
Martin Heinfling, who works for the
parent company which owns Sergio
One jean maker, Jordache, had one
Valente jeans. Heinfling also is the of its first ads rejected by some stadesigner of the stitching on the tions because the ads were sexually
pockets.

Heinfling had estimated that when
Sergio made his first television appearance, the first year sales would be
$2.5 million a month. But the first
$300,000 television blitz brought $2.5
million a week in retailers' orders.
Many companies are following the
same advertising strategy and finding
the formula successful. Some
observers have suggested that the
market will fade and some companies
have already begun diversifying by
selling their names for use on other
products. However, they are continu-

Turkey
of the
Year
The winner of The Breeze's
1980 Turkey of the Year
contest is Chuck Cunningham.
With multiple votes obviously
made by the same person
being discarded, the Student
Government president easily
won the contest with a total of
48 votes. The Breeze thanks
all who entered the contest but
regrets that certain entrants
attempted (unsuccessfully) to
stuff the ballot.

suggestive. The commercial featured a
woman wearing only Jordache jeans
riding a galloping horse beside the
ocean. Later, Jordache added an
almost invisible shirt to the woman's
attire to satisfy the stations.
The public has been upset over the
use of children in similar commercials. Jordache, which had run print
ads depicting a bare-backed woman
riding a shirtless man, ran an ad with
children in the same pose. Because of
the public outrage, Jordache ran the
ad with the children only once.

THE WINNER

Alcohol Banned
Campus
Digest
News
Service
Central Connecticut State
College has banned alcohol
consumption on its campus. A
college spokesman said the
ban is an effort to end the
abuse of alcohol by some of
the college's 6,700 students.
The ban took effect this
semester. The spokesman
said
the
alcohol-related
problems had intensified on
campus and cited cases of
increasing vandalism,
assaults on staff members,
and students coming to class
drunk.

GOING HOME
SPECIAL

10% OFF
CAR
CARRIERS
This Week OHy

THIS BUDS FOR YOU
JOHN

D. BLAND CO., INC.

RT. 11 NORTH, P.O. BOX880 • VERONA. VIRGINIA 24482
•UOWMSR^-IUWGOF ■«!»•■ ANMtUSERBUJCH. INC'SI IOUIS

BACK.ALLEY" BKES
434—9484

PHONE' (703\ 248-81 31
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UPB EVENTS
FROM COAST TO COAST.
CRITICS AND AUDIENCES APPLAUD
A LITTLE ROMANCE."
" Everyone, young and old, should put
*~A LITTLE ROMANCE in their lives..
It's the movie to see this spring."
HONA

BARRETT. ABC TV

.. offers an Indecent
■mount of emotional
and comic satisfaction...
thanks to a genuinely funny
script, gorgeous locations,
fine-acting and direction."
- PRANK aiCH. rill
e 1979 CRON P<Un COTPW All rqhn *wfv>d

AnOMfOllncnaes
Tlmi MUM* SKOS O » «"

December 1
December 2

7:30, 10:00
7:30, 10:00

SI. 2J w/9D

SI. 7J guest

S/6 Oheaier

www ^
rwsl—Mtasae

|A«—aKH/ORanriaciuWSQUng
—~--^=1"»— ■——~«»
,
1

J - impmoii«OMTV)McTuaniro Aummt

DECEMBER
3&4
7:30 and 930
$1.25 w/ID
$1.75 guest
G/S Theater

RON ART
IS BACK
Tbeqgenter^ttk
featuring

November 24 and 2S

HARRY WALLER
December 4
8:30 p.m.
Sl.OO

WUU LOBBY

BOBBIN
THOMPSON
BAND
December 5
8:00 p.m.
$3.00 u/tD
$4.00guest Scat door
WILSONHALL
GENERAL ADMISSION
Tickets Now
On SaleUPB Office

I

'

Pag^'imWEB/X><NtMMy;HbMft>e?$£'iM> *HT

-Announcement?
Slavic Club

Art Course

The Slavic Club will feature
a slide presentation from a
trip to Leningrad Nov. 25 at i
p.m. in the Foreign Language
House.

A new course in "The
History of Photography as
Fine Art" will be offered in
the spring as Art 304, TT 1011:40 a.m. No photography
experience is necessary, and
the course qualifies as an Art
History elective.

Summer Schedules
Tentative summer school
1961 schedules are available in
the Summer School Office,
Wilson 107.

Eta Sigma Gamma
Eta Sigma Gamma will
meet Nov. 25 at 7:30 p.m. in
Godwin's Purple and Gold
Room.

Reading, Writing

American Studies

Symphony Concert

The Writing and Reading
Lab offers individualized help
to students working on papers,
preparing for the GRE, LSAT
or GMAT or desiring to improve their skills. Hours are
MWF, 8-11 a.m. and 1-5 p.m.
and TT, 8-12 a.m. and 1-4 p.m.

American Studies minors
should note that Amer. St. 250,
Introduction to American
Studies will be offered TT
1:40-2:55 p.m.

The
JMU
Community
Symphony will present its
fourth annual scholarship
concert Nov. 25 at 8 p.m. in
Wilson. Tickets are available
at the door.

PORT ROAD EXXON
& POPSTORE

THANKSGIVING SPECIAL

HAPPY
THANKSGIVING

Shampoo, Cit t Blow Dry

GUYS& GALS

Cigarette .48* pk or '4.52carton
QUALITY EXXON PRODUCTS
24 hours

al for *7
with this coupon

Call Ranch 433-1810
VALLEY PLAZA BARBER SHOPj

SCJ

(next to Roses)

The deadline for applications for membership in
the Society of Collegiate
Journalists is Nov. 26. Dues
and forms must be turned in.
For further information call
6127.

8-4

Chrysalis

Economyand
Excellent Traction

434 - 3925

^*'r C*r*=

Trailmaker Poly 78

"Specials"

AS LOW AS

Ml announcements should be typedouble spaced and brought to TIM
Breeie announcement box in Hit
baurrMnt of Wlne-Prlce. Plow* epaelfy
In wnat Itauo data* tfi« announcamant
mould run. The deadline for announcements In the Friday Issue la noon
Tuesday and tar me Tuesday issue Is
noon Friday. Announcments will not be
accepted by phone

eAggreulvetnjodfoi

$3590 «.«.» 'jgff*
inr An FC«SIZE noo-12

Nov. 18-Dec 23,1980

The first deadline for
submissions to Chrysalis, the
art and literary magazine, is
Dec. 5. Literary submissions
should be mailed to Box 4112,
and art submissions should be
taken to Zirkle House, 983 A.
Main St. 12-5 p.m. Mon.Thurs. and 2-4 p.m. Sun. Include name, address and
phone number with all submissions.

j

ITOoodrich

Seminar
A seminar on "Recent
Advances
in
Field-Ion
Microscopy" will be held Nov.
24 at 4 p.m. in Miller 110.

Tues—Frl I

conUrudion
• MotOod lot winter

Mon.-10:00- 5:00 pm

duds

Tues, Wed., Thurs. 4 -7pm

BfGoodrich
Trailmaker Poly 78
F.E.T.
Size
Our Price

rVB

jim

Haircuts, Perms, Color,
Manicures.Pedicures,
Make-up,Facials

ijK
I2B5

15% DISCOUNT

&REDKEN

Hours:
Monday-Saturday & Evenings

A78-13

38.00

1.75

C78-14

41.80

2.05

F78-14

45.80

2.33

G78-15

52.20

2.«8

H78-15

53.60

2.91

L78-15

53.30

3.14

Headquarters
e:

:>

Free Gift Wrmp
• CHEESE
BOARDS- 0«fi 40
T» CkMM Fraa
• GLAZED FRUITS
• JAMS Ma.
JELLIES

JMWSMTtUTiRM MAMZUtf

FIRST KADUHE DEC. S

• GIFT IAS! ETS
(MA0E TO
OHOERI
a CAN0IE• FANCY Cf OKIES
• WINE

• GIFT CERTIFICATES FOR THE UN! ECIDED

AftiMwMlSSNktS WrwBt 9€t§ptm9f Mfn^tfmt0^§§fflHZitWmIrMMf.

ALL LEGAL IEVERA6ES h PICKIC SJ—'««

Miff kmts 4fc*.-fftm 1t-SpM.t Sm. 2-4 p.m.
Uknrfi9kmkihmil^Uk$m9ll$4bem
rtef hctad* *$m$,phui§ mmbt, M*4*Stk

Bm 4M
fk nek mifrf.
aMB

60W.WATBIST. HAMSONBURG
PHONt 434-7647
110 S. JBTBSCNSr. IEXMSION
PHOK 434-3338
Hour.

TOE BREEZE, touataty, Nwnribtrmi-.im,9w&9-■

THE
OUTFITTERS!
783 East Market Street
Harris on burg, Virginia 22801
Teleohone n03\ 4.13-9547

DON'T GET CAUGHT IN THE COLD

THE
NORTH
FACEI
DOWN Parkas & Vests

THINSULATE Vests

HIKING AND
BACKPACKING
BOOTS

ALSO SWEATERS bvROYALROBBIN
100% Cotton Corderoy,Cham& Flannel
Shirts by FORCE 10
Boot & Field & Rafff* Sox
X-COIJNTRY, DOWN HILL, GRASS SKI RENTALS
$8 weekdays, $10 weekends, 15 nites
- ? ASK_ABOUT OUR RAIN-CHECK .POLICY
•1

MIDWAY
MARKET
157 Warsaw A ve 434-7948
Behind the New JM'i
Mon- Thun.

2.69
Bud i6oz
1.89
Tuborg Gold
1.29
Ortleibs
1.69
Piels Light
1.99
Old Mill i2oz cans
Michelob (reg g light) 2.49
7-15 gallon* * • KEGS • • 7*15 gallons
Also gr oc Items, snacks, ate.

OPEN Nightly till 12 midnight

r-\

COKE 8/12 oz bottles

$129
& deposit

MICHaOB NRB
$2.15
BREY0*'S ICECREAM
1/2 gal $1.99
A&Pl/2ofl%LOWFATMILK
1 gal $1.59
ANN PAGE FROZEN POT PIES
Beef-Chicken-Turkey 3/$ 1.00
ANN PAGE SOUPS
101/2oz3/$1.00
A&P WHOLE KERNEL CORN
161/2 oz 3/$ 1.00
ANN PAGE FROZEN WAFFLES
46ct.pk.$1.00
A&P ORANGE J UICE 64 oz $ 1.29
TANGELOS
10* each
BROCCILI
58Mb.

CattY HEARTS
79* a bunch
A&P ALL MEAT BOLOGNA
lb$l .39
GWALTNEY SAUSAGE lb $1.19
GWALTNEY BACON

|b $1.59

SMITH FIELD SAUSAGE LINKS
lb $1.69
|
. • a ■ a a a a a a a . • • •••■»•■■ • ■ ,
• a a • • » a a • a • a * ■ a a a
• aaaaaaaaa*a*aaaaaaaaaaaaaiaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa».a

7b Snd a mountain you 've never skied
before and carve your own path out ol
the snow.You go tor it.
Making the most ol now. ■
From the tile you Hve to the beer you
drink. And since 1849, the beer that
makes the most out ol life is SchKtz.

Gofbriti
^ Schlitz makes it great.

POP DISTRIBUTING
. 111U J.'

!

!"W

■
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Folio

By DONNA SIZEMORE
If any theatrical production can
fully capture life on stage, "Punch
Henry's Jazz Funeral" has: in a
grandiose but sensitive fashion. The
play is the story of how insulation
from the past can impair one's ability
to cope with the future. The James
Madison University production of this
satire by Roger Wells and Curtis
Potter is an emotional, yet
memorable performance.
This play will be performed in the
Kennedy Center Jan 23rd as part of
the American College Theatre
Festival.
The play's appeal lies in its
uniqueness—the way it grasps reality
in a light-hearted spirit with jazz
music and the personalities of its
characters. Symbolism abounds in
the plot-from the setting to the names
of its figures.
The scheme evolves from the
shattered dreams of Punch Henry
(Jim Green), Madame Prufreau
(Jacqueline Belt), and eventually
from Jenny
(Shelly
Moffett).
Throughout the play, by giving
glimpses into the past life of Punch
and Madame Prufreau, the authors
enable the audience to better relate to
the ordeals the characters are experiencing
in
the
present.
THE CITIZENS of Catgut, Miss, are
busy preparing for the Spring Jubiloe,
in spite of the raging World War II.
The play opens on an ironic note with
the song "I'm So Incredibly Happy."
Madame Prufreau is awaiting the
arrival of Davey (Steve Perez), her
latest love, and Jenny is awaiting a
train from Vicksburg that is carrying
her fiance. Punch cot»t*iiUy«bgsi6r

cArts C8l> People

The play captures
so many feelings and ideas
that it's difficult to sort them out
Lilly, a wife he lost because of his
other love-playing jazz piano.
A host of different characters is
introduced throughout the plot to
place emphasis on the anguish of the
play's major characters. When Davey
arrives at Prufreau's home, his
superficial character is evident. It is
when the audience discovers that
Prufreau possesses the same type of
superficiality, that the theme of the
play begins to emerge. The citizens of
Catgut are upset by discovering
Prufreau was not really married to a
duke but to a "mediocre poet" who
left her during their honeymoon. They
are not angry at her dishonesty so
much as they are distraught that their
illusions of hoing among royalty
have been shatter^
The audience becomes caught up in
the pain of Prufreau, Jenny and
Punch. The Duchess, however, puts
aside her pain when they discover
Jenny's fiance has been killed in the
war. This news causes Jenny to fall
into an irrational and unrealistic
state, denying the truth that her love
is dead., It is only then that Prufreau
and Punch full accept their past in
order to help Jenny deal with the
present.

JUSTIN. PRUFREAU and Punch
stage a "jazz funeral" to shock Jenny
back to reality. This scene's importance to the play's plot is emphasized in the song, "Crystal Eyes."
The song says that while people
grieve for things they lose, the
memory of these things survives, and
pain is deadened with time.
Occasionally, the play is difficult to
follow because of the flashback scenes
used throughout. The audience is
frequently taken back to New
Orleans, since it was here that the
plight of Prufreau and Punch
originated. On a street in Story ville, a
prostitute named Butterfly gave
Prufreau the idea of pretending to be
a duchess. Butterfly warned the
duchess that "sooner or later she
would start believing it (the lie)
herself/'
Discovering Punch's aspirations of
stardom and love for Lilly, Butterfly
warned Punch of his fate. The symbolism and importance of Butterfly is
central to the play.
Lynda Poole gave an excellent
performance,
portraying
the
illusiveness of peoples dreams and
the necessities of people's hope
Overall, the acting in "Punch Henry's

Jazz Funeral' was highly emotional,
dramatic and symbolic.
Green was undoubtably the star of
"Punch Henry's Jazz Funeral" with
his near-perfect portrayal of Punch.
From the tone of his voice to his
gestures and mannerisms. Green
gave life to Punch, bringing him to a
human level that stole the audience's
heart.
BOTH BELT and Moffett are to be
commended for good performances
as well. Their roles were difficult
ones, and yet Jenny's and Prufreau's
personalities were clearly and vividly
revealed.
A major problem with the play is its
profundity—it captures so many
feelings and ideas on stage that it is
difficult to sort them out. The emotion
is enhanced by appropriate lighting
which sets the mood for each scene.
For example, the deep blue
background during "Lullaby" sets the
mood for love—the real theme of
"Punch Henry's Jazz Funeral."
The one aspect all the play's
characters share is their quest for
love and acceptance, despite their
failures. This theme is revealed
through personalities, dialogue and
music.
The play's music is superb. It gives
the script a rare type of life. For
example, when Punch and Prufreau
sing about their "fancy dreams" and
how funny they seem now. their real
heartache is brought centerstage. The
music tugs at the heart, while the
(Continued on Page 12)
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n 'man's second-best friend shows
By
KIM PERINE
and
MARK SUTTON
We had never been to a cat
show before, and were not
exactly prepared for what was
going on down at the
Harrisonburg Auto Auction
last Saturday. Instead of the
walls of posing booths we
expected, we were confronted
by row upon row of caged
felines glaring out at us from
behind bars. Their misfortune
had been to sit behind them
for the last several hours.
It was rather like a cattle
show, except it's a doubtful
proposition that cow owners
run about wearing shirts with
Kliban cattle on them. In fact,
there's a rumor which says
that Kliban doesn't even draw
cattle. Nor do little cattle
scratching posts sell at $59.95
a shot (so, at least, we think,
having never been to a cattle
show either).
As we entered the Auto
Auction, we saw looming on
the right one of the largest cat
paraphanalia
emporiums
imaginable. Everywhere the
eye roamed in that room were
things for Little Fuzzball, or
whatever the little critters
called themselves. iSome of
these cats should be named
Big Bucks, with the pricetags
they carry.) The needs and
voracious lusts of the masters

kindly folk who had the job of
relieving the wallet of small
sums of money for admission,
we arrived at the actual
exhibition area. Here we saw
many cages containing a wide
variety of cats. There was an
equal variety of owners
waddling about in the wake of
these
incredible
beasts,
treating thier cats better than
most people treat their kids.
One cat was ensconced on a
miniature canopy bed. All of
them, it seemed, were on
some kind of drugs, for we
have never seen such a
massive array of herbal and
chemical concoctions. And
they were all for the cats! Not
one of the owners seemed to

took its picture.
The emaciated one: This was
a singular. Boy, was it ever a
singular! If this cat weighed
anything more than an
average sheet of paper, we'd
be surprised. It was absulutely the skinniest cat in
the history of the civilized
world, and its owner had to
stay by the cage to keep it
from slipping out between the
bars.
The expensive ones: This
really was all of them, but a
few in particular stand out.
Over one cage, there was an
SX-70 shot of three kittens,
sired by the cat below. The

A well spent afternoon
be high on anything other than
pride of ownership.
Several of the cats were
most interesting, and we shall
attempt to describe them in
the best layman's terms
available:

Photo by Kim Porine

Happy cat with owner
were not overlooked. There
were T shirts, greeting cards,
and jewelry. You name it, if
the well-appointed cat owner

or his beast could be persuaded to buy it, it was there.
AFTER

PASSING

the

Battle of the JMU Bands
ends in beer-induced draw
By MIKE SHUTTY
Despite man's boastful claim to have
achieved the cool rationality which separates
him from the beasts, there are certain experiences that can draw him far back into the
earlier phylogentic stages from which he
emerged. It is interesting to note that he is
Constant ly in search of these primal avenues.
For example, consider the following: competitive events have always fascinated man,
for they allow the release of otherwise unacceptable agressive tendencies.
Music,
especially when it is loud and demanding (like
rock 'n' roll), facilitates the release of bent-up
urges.
The logical thing to do would be to combine
the two, douche them with unlimited quantities
of alcohol and let the instinctual tendencies run
wild and unchecked. This is exactly what
happened last Thursday night in the Warren
University Union ballroom. They called it,
appropriately enough, the "Battle of the
Bands."
The title has an almost ominous ring to it,
suggesting perhaps an intensified atmosphere
of musical jousting, begging the eternal
question: who will rock us the best? This,
however, was not the case. The "battle" was
not really a competitive affair. The bands were
so separated by time- and hence the amount of
beer consumed by the spectators- that few
realized that any comparison was to be made.
This did not, however, dampen the crowd's
enthusiam, both bands were well received.
FIRST TO play was the new rock group
Magick, making their debut in the WUU
ballroom this year. Unfortunately, Magick's
attempts to energize the moderately attentive
but inactive crowd seemed to be in vain despite
the fact that they rocked through a noteworthy
•.._

'Continued on Page 12)

The massive ones: Huge furry
things, call them dinosaur
cats if you will. These cats
obviously changed owners a
lot because from the looks of
them, if you fed them
anything less than 12 oz. New
York Strip steaks they'd look
down their pug noses and
laugh at it. One of these feline
mutants roared at us after we

sign revealed that one poor
kitten had been deemed to
merely "Pet quality." His
price tag? Just a measly
hundred bucks, that's all.
Cat shows are not good for
people who love cats but is not
able to buy one. We came
away from the show with a
burning desire to rape our
wallets and come home with
one of those $100 "pet
qualities." The show did,
however, provide us with
some valuable new knowledge
(neither of us had seen cats as
big as some of these) and the
feeling of a well spent afternoon.

Maxims surviving
in second season
By SCOTT BABCOCK
Where may one go on Friday night between parties for
a good time and some entertainment?
Maxims, of course.
Located in the game room of Chandler Hall, Maxims is
the place to go to watch or perform any act that can be
considered entertainment. The first act of the evening
usually begins at 8 p.m.
THE NUMBER, type and quality of the acts varies
from week to week. Most often the acts are musical and
consist of three or fewer performers. But catch Maxims
on the right night and you might be treated to a
comedian, impressionist, juggler or magician.
Maxims is "for the students, by the students" according to Nancy Erikson, University Program Board
coordinator for Maxims. It is a place where new or long
established performers can show their stuff to James
Madison University students.
The acts are not paid and admission is free to add to.
the relaxed and casual atmosphere of Maxims. This
relaxed atmosphere can be of great help to the new or
nervous performer, and it helped make last Friday's
Maxims show enjoyable for all who attended.
The small crowd of about 40 filtered in during the first
act. Andy Feerst from Northern Virginia played his
guitar and sang a collection of original, popular and folk
songs.
OBVIOUSLY COMFORTABLE on stage, Feerst sang
a wide variety of songs from Kenny Rodgers, Neil
Young, Gordon Lightfoot, Eric Clapton and some fine
originals.
Although Feerst s voice was not a smooth, trained one,
it fit well with his style and his choice of songs. Showing
off his guitar playing prowess, Feerst, not a JMU
student, closed his 40-minute show with a rendition of
"Maleguenia". a fast moving "Spanish guitar" piece.
The show was well received by the small audience.
The second act was unfortunately not of the same
caliber. Scott Williams, a freshman here, played a 12(Continued on Page 12)
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* Bands
(Continued from Page 11)
noteworthy
sampling
of
popular tunes from artists
such as Heart and Pat
Benatar Much of the emphasis was focused on vocalist
Pam Byerley, who glided
about the stage sensuously
clad in smooth black leotards
and a loose net-shirt complete
with thin spaghetti strapsdeliciously appealing to any
rock connoisseur. But this
sexy image was not enough to
spark the crowd; instead, the
masses seemed preoccupied
with achieving their own

■

alcohol-saturated transcendence- a potentially
kinetic state which was later
to give the second band a
decisive edge in audience
appeal.
Between shows came.that
classicly masochisticmasculine exercise:
the
chugging contest. Typically,
each contestant was armed
with a golden glass of that
bubbly
mind-transducerBudweiser - and instructed to
drink as quickly as possible.
The crowd cheered on this
display of alcoholic gormandization- watchine

primarily to see who could
annihilate themselves in the
shortest time. It was here that
audience participation was at
its greatest. Indeed, it was a
patriotic affair- accelerated
consumption of poisons:
Americanism at its finest.
Opening
with
Johnny
Winter's, "Boney Moroney",
the second band, entitled
"Arznova", reenergized the
ballroom with their exciting
blend ofwell known rock 'n'

(Continued from Page 11)
string guitar and sang a
collection of Neil Young and
original songs. His voice had a
remarkably similar texture to
that of Neil Young, but was
often flat. Even his guitar was
slightly off pitch, putting quite
a damper on his performance.
THE HIGHLIGHT of the
evening was the last act, Rick
and Dave. This twosome has
been together for over a year
and has made several JMU
performances. Dave Atkins, on a twelvestring Ovation guitar and Rick
Endert, switching betwen the
electric bass and his six string

acoustic, performed a variety
of popular, folk and bluegrass
tunes. Both seemed at home in
any of the styles they played,
and their harmonies were a
well-balanced blend. Kicking
off their show with John
Denver's "Rocky Mountain
High," the two had the eager
audience clapping and singing
along before the first chorus.
Halfway through he show,
Dave soloed with original
composition entitled "I'll Still
Be There." This piece, containing variety, style and a
moving text, is of fine and
professional caliber. Other
original songs by both Rick
and Dave added to their enjoyable,
crowd-pleasing
performance.

roll classics. It was clear from
the onset that this band meant
business. Answering that
since forgotten question: who
is going to rock us best, their
answer was a definite, "we
will!"
By this time the crowd was
craving for heavy doses of
rock 'n' roll, and Arznova was
prepared to deliver in full
force. Guitarists Eric Vet
terlck and Tom Shepherd set a
frantic pace; dominating the

set by passing sizzling lead
passages between them.
Arznova was the decided
champion of the night, but the
result seemed, in retrospect,
biased by the beer.
So which is the better band?
It probably depends primarily
on what you like. For the most
part, it did not matter to the
crowd; they were just having
a great time- all the
necessary ingredients for
social escapism were there.

THE REALITIES dipicted
in the play are universal and
easy to relate to. They deal
with accepting and adjusting
to the inevitable, even though
most persons, including the
play's characters, choose a
mock escapism. The play
criticizes cliches throughout,
demonstrating how insincere
and phony they are in the
context of everyday life. For
example, in the river scene,
the authors depict how we
often ask irrelevant questions,
thereby complicating what is
simple. The "river rats" ask
Jenny whether or not to kill
Davey and she answers them,

saying "that depends on
whether it is a moral or a
political question." In similar
scenes, the play criticizes the
human tendency to avoid the
important things.
"Punch
Henry's
Jazz
Funeral" contains superior
individual features that will
make it a one of a kind performance at JMU. On occasion, the total package is
difficult to follow, but when
viewed in perspective, is
memorable. The mood and
tone changes abruptly and
only those with true insight
can fully grasp the play's
effects.

• Puncb
(Continued from Page 10)
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dialogue perplexes the
mind. Whether viewers adore
the play or abhor it, they
surely will remember it.
"Punch
Henry's
Jazz
Funeral" exemplifies the
value of honesty in times of
dire need.
Punch and
Prufreau
make
great
sacrifices to help Jenny and,
in turn, gain more than they
gave. Punch earns the
courage to go back to playing
the piano, which he had found
painfully impossible since
Lilly's death..

EARN
CASH
ON CAMPUS
FOR STUDENTS ONLY
Join the NEWSWEEK Team!
Become a NEWSWEEK Campus
Representative.
You'll earn generous commissions and bonuses all school
year when you

©J » C Ferrara Co. Inc

Shown sHohtly tnluotd

• Distribute special student offer cards for
NEWSWEEK and INSIDE SPORTS
magazines
• Distribute product information and
posters from our advertisers

VMich Child Are You?
Monday's Child is Fair of Face/Tuesday's Child
. Is Full of Grace/Wednesday's Child is Full of Woe/
Thursday's Child has Far to Go/Friday's Child
is Loving & Giving/Saturday's Child Works Hard for
a Living/Sunday's Child is Fair, Wise & Happy
We have them all. If you don't know your day, stop In
and we'll look it up on our perpetual calendar.

We'll supply all of the materials you need to get started.
There's no cost to you.

Available as pendants, stick-pins, tie-tacks, bracelets
or add on bracelets for moms or grandmoms.
Beautifully crafted in sterling silver, 24K gold on
sterling silver (heavy gold electroplate)
by j & c herrara. Kneed from $14.95

If you're interested, send us a note or call us
c/o NEWSWEEK Education Program
The Newsweek Building
444 Madison Avenue
- New York, New York 10022
(212)350-2697
J
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Dukes face 'giants in Lapchick tourney
"You never know what will happen until you try."
Lou Campanelli

St. John's, Weber State and Penn all were ranked in
the top 20 at one point or another last season.

By GEORGE MARCOCCIA
Remember the story of David and Goliath, where a
man battles and defeats a giant?
When the James Madison University men's
basketball season tips off on Nov. 28 the Dukes will
have to face two Goliaths, and the ending probably
won't be the same.
JMU has accepted a bid to participate in the
Lapchick Memorial Tournament at St. John's
University in New York, opening up its 1960-81
campaign against the Redmen.
The University of Pennsylvania will battle Weber
State College in the other opening round game. The
tournament is set up so the two winners from round
one will face each other the following night, as will
the two losers.
While JMU compiled an 18-8 record and finished
second in the ECAC's Southern Division during last
year's regular season, they are not of top 20 caliber.

ST. JOHN'S, with 12 years of guidance under head
coach Lou Carneseca, has never missed a postseason tournament in those dozen years; competing
in eight National Collegiate Athletic Association
Tournaments and four National Invitational Tournaments.
In addition, the Redmen have had 10 seasons with
20 or more wins since 1968. Last year St John's
finished the season with a 24-5 record after having
faced such teams as the University of Louisville,
Michigan State University, Syracuse University and
Georgetown University.
Even with the losses of two of their finest players,
Reggie Carter and Bernard Rencher, Carneseca
should have no difficulties with the help he will be
getting from Wayne McKoy and company.
Weber State, a Utah college with an 8,500
enrollment, won the Big Sky Conference title last
year and received a spot in NCAA post-season play.

The 26-3 Wildcats, coached by Neil McCarthy, were a
consistent top 20 team last year, reaching the number
15 spot in the polls late in the season.
PENN CLAIMED the Ivy League crown for the
ninth time in the last 11 years last season as they
compiled a 17-12 record. Even more impressive is the
fact that four of Penn's starting five are returning
from a year ago.
Penn will by shooting for its 10th trip to the NCAA
playoffs since 1969. The Quakers biggest win came in
post-season play last year as they edged St. John's 6462.
With all of the credentials these three teams have
built up during the last decade one wonders why JMU
was asked to compete. Campanelli believes he has
the answer.
Campanelli defends his team's selection, "In the
past we weren't able to compete with teams of such
high caliber. Now, hopefully, we are due. We've
compiled a record of 18-8 the last three years and
(Continued on Page IS)

Sports
UNC wins two in round-robin;
easily defeats JMU, Florida
By DAVE FACINOLI
The
James
Madison
University women's
basketball team suffered two
lopsided defeats in the JMU
Round-Robin Weekend.
Florida University defeated
the Duchesses Saturday, 8560, and the University of North
Carolina routed JMU 100-59
Sunday.
Opening play on Friday saw
UNC defeat Florida, 84-71.

Florida won the opening tap
against JMU, quickly taking a
4-0 lead, but the Duchesses
scored the next six points to go
up 6-4. The Gators regained
the lead at seven and never
lost it the rest of the game.
Both teams opened with
tough defenses, JMU in a 1-2-2
zone and Florida in a man-toman. The Gators' defense
seemed most effective early,
causing JMU into crucial

turnovers as Florida built its
lead to seven with 10:00 left in
the half.
THE DUCHESSES hung
tough as Anne Sonoga had the
hot hand from the outside.
JMU climbed back into the

Gricehita
20-footer from
the top of the key
game as guard Barrie Grice
hit a 20-footer from the top of
the key. pulling the Duchesses
within two at 30-28.
The game became physical
for the final 8:00 of the first
half as JMU tightened its
defense, causing the Gators
into frequent turnovers.
Florida dropped into a 2-3
zone for last 4:00 of the half
and built its lead to seven
before Sonoga hit a jumper to
end scoring in the first half
with the Gators up 36-31.
JMU turned over the ball
twice early in the second half,
enabling Florida to jump out
to an 11-point lead. The
Duchesses then scored eight
unanswered
points
with
baskets from Grice, Cathy
Hanrahan, Deana Meadows
and Donna Firebaugh, to pull
within three, 42-39.

MMkr men MMr

A VIRGINIA COMMONWEALTH rugger leads the pack
in action at JMU Saturday. VCU's women's team ended
JMU's season with a 14-0 decision. In men's competition.
Virginia Tech's A squad defeated JMU. In B team action. JMU prevailed. WK
;
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THAT WAS AS close as the
Duchesses got as Florida got
the hot hand for the next five
minutes and pulled to a 10point lead. The Gators played
fast break offense for the
remainder of the game and
slowly pulled away to a 85-60
victory.
Quientella Bonner was high
scorer for the Gators with 23,
picking up nine of her points
from the free throw line.
Sonoga was high scorer for the
jC.onjJnued on, Page.15)

DEANA MEADOWS fires a jumper la the Duchesses loss to the
University of North Carolina.

Swimmers lose first

By DANNY FINNEGAN
Splitting two meets in Pennsylvania this weekend, the James
Madison University men's swimming team crushed Indiana State
College (Pa.) 71-41 on Saturday and lost to Clarion State College
65-47 Friday.
Participation in the* wo meets gave JMU a 5-1 record
Despite losing for the first time this year against Clarion State,
there were some bright spots for the Dukes, as well as a bit of
irony.
Highlights in the loss were diving performances by Mark
Smith and swimming by team captain Jack Brooks, who both
have done well so far this season.
Smith won the one-meter diving, breaking his school record.
Saturday he surpassed his mark, with a total 271.25 points against
Indiana State. It was the fourth straight meet in which Smith has
broken a record.
BROOKS. DESPITE swimming well, did not take an individual
first-place. He did, however, break the five minute mark in the
500-yard freestyle for the first time this year and was part of the
victorious 400-yard medley relay team.
Winners for the Dukes against Clarion State were Smith, the
400-yard medley relay team of Brooks, Chris Laiti, Joe Kress and
Stuart Burdette, and the 400-yard freestyle relay team of Steve
Vahle, Kriss Wilson, Jeff Dzoba and Mike Clark.
The Dukes were led to their victory over Indiana State by Clark
and Vahle, each with two wins. Both competed on the winning 400yard medley relay team, and Clark won the 200-yard breaststroke, while Vahle won the 200-yard backstroke.
Brooks, Smith, Kress, Burdette, Dzoba and Tom Gittens each
took a first place.
_
The Dukes are off until the Virginia Intercollegiate Championships, to be held Dec. 4-9,......''.'

S
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Denbigh, Cerminara earn
top honors in tournament
By CHRIS HARRIS
Randy Denbigh and Bob
Cerminara both earned first
place honors in the JMU
Takedown Tournament held
Saturday at Godwin Hall.
Coach Dick Besnier was
pleased with his Dukes'
performances. "This tournament- lets
everybody
wrestle, and gives them a
chance to learn if they make
mistakes."
The Dukes were without a
number of their top performers, who were competing
at a tournament in Millersville. Pa.
Singled out for praise were
Denbigh, Cerminara, Scott
Palmer, who reached the
finals in the 118-pound class,
Dan Reese, Tommy Carr, Joe

and a meeting Dec 12 with
Old Dominion University.
Besnier said. "What we do
this semester is to prepare us
for next semester. The match
with ODU is going to be
tough."
The most takedowns in the
meet were scored by Marshall
University's
Harold
Roseman. Merl Thomas of
Virginia Military Institute
was selected the tournament's
outstanding wrestler.
IN MILLERSVILLE, Paul
Morina and Dan Cocbin
placed first at 167 and 177
pounds, respectively. They
were amply aided by three
third place finishes by Gary
Curwin at 142, Tommy
Stewart at 150 and Bobby

This tournament lets everybody wrestle,
and gives them a chance
to learn if they make mistakes.'
Hovorka and Rich Sorey. The
latter three all were performing well until forced to
the side with injuries. The
most serious of the injuries
was Sorey's sprained ankle.
"THE INJURIES won't
hurt us that much. When we
got back from Thanksgiving
everyone will have had time to
rest and we'll be fine,"
Besnier said.
No team standings were
kept, since the emphasis of
this tournament was on individual performances. Action was stopped when a
takedown was scored, unless
there was a chance of a pin
taking place. Matches were
halted at a 12-point difference.
Upcoming action for the
Dukes includes a Dec. 6 date
with Towson State University,

Carmichael at 134.
Carmichael's showing included five straight pins.
Team captain Morina said
the team made a strong
showing, noting, "We only
entered nine guys in six
weight classes."
The Dukes finished second,
behind host Millersville, who
had 32 wrestlers competing.
Millersville scored 115 points
to JMU's 54, followed by
Messiah College and George
Mason
Morina added that he
thought the manpower advantage aided Millersville,
claiming JMU would beat
Millersville with a full team.
The Dukes' next match will
pit them against schools that
were represented at the JMU
tourney. On Dec. 6 they travel
to Western Maryland College
for a tri-meet with Western
Maryland and Towson State

Final
Matchups
in
Takedown Tournament
118 - Scott Adams (Marshall) defeated Scott Palmer
iJMU) 8-5
126 - Dennis Barr (Marshall) defeated Steve Brooks
(Marshall) 13-0
134 - Roger Hite (Marshall)
defeated
Keith
Stagg
(Western Maryland) 14-2
142 - Merl Thomas (VMI)
defeated Jeff Porello (George
Washington) 6-4
150 - Preston Thompson
(Marshall) defeated Rich
Ryon (GW) 11-3
158- Randy Denbigh < JMU)
defeated Tim Jones (Marshall) 5-4
167 Bill Hosser (GW)
defeated
Jim
Nolan
(American University) 8-6
177 - Stan Curtain (Towson
State) defeated Pat Quigley
(GW) Pin 1:35
190 - Bob Cerminara (JMU)
defeated Charles Patterson
(Marshall) 10-0
UNL - Rich Slaughter
(Towson State) defeated Vic
Kennedy (AU) 14-2 •

Photo by Mikt Blovins

TOM CARR of JMU wrestles an opponent in the JMU Takedown
Tournament.

Relay team sets mark in victory
By CHRIS HARRIS
The James Madison University women's
swimming team broke another school record
Friday at Godwin Hall in the Duchesses' 84-49
romp over Lock Haven State College.
Marie Grosz, Lauren Grimes, Kay Conner
and Lisa Laiti did not just break the old record
in the 200-yard freestyle relay—they destroyed
it. Their 1:42.194 time topped by more than a
second the old mark of 1:43.238, as the
Duchesses raised their record for this season
to an impressive 4-0.
Lock Haven, 0-1 on the season, proved little
trouble for Coach Rose Ann Benson's charges
as the final five events of the match were only
exhibitions for JMU.
Winners for the Duchesses included Laiti in
the 500-yard frestyle, Chris Lubiak in the 200yard individual medley and 100 butterfly and

Lauren Grimes in the 50 freestyle and 50-yard
breaststroke.
CECILIA DWYER was victorious in the 100yard individual medley, Grosz won the 100
fresstyle, and the 200-yard medley relay team
of Sandy Durham, Dwyer, Grimes and Grosz
also won.
Kim Russell took the one-meter diving event.
Little is known about American University,
the Duchesses' next opponent. Benson is
confident, however, that the team's overall
depth will carry it to another win.
The team is in for some hard work soon, as
the practice distances will be increased to
prepare for longer races in this spring's meets.
"Everybody is working hard this fall to qualify
for nationals before the races get harder,"
Benson said.

Patsies, perennial powers compose lopsided slate

/«"

By RICH AMACHER
Achieving a winning mark three
or four games above .500 should not
be a difficult task for James
Madison University's basketball
team, despite a schedule that includes nine teams that participated
in post-season play last year.
In fact, this year's agenda is quite
lopsided in regards to the caliber of
the opponents. The Dukes might
easily coast to victories in nine of
their 26 contests, yet may get beat
just as badly in nine others.
Participation in two early tournaments, featuring some of college
basketball's
perennial
powers
should set the Dukes back four
games and another five clashes with
recently established in-state forces
will probably notch at least four
more losses on their overall mark.

,

LAST YEAR'S NIT, champion the
University of Virginia, may go down
as the most prestigous contest JMU
has ever scheduled, if the Cavs win
the national championship.
Add two bouts with ECAC champ
Old Dominion University and Sun
Belt conference winner Virginia
Commonwealth University, combined with a couple of letdowns and
the Dukes will be lucky to lose less
than 12 ballgames.

^\ \^5tJ2o^——^
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Hacking Around
Once past this group of superior
talent, the Dukes' road to another
impressive record is almost secure.
The nine gimmes' scattered
throughout the slate insure a
tradition of fabulous winning
records. When this season is written
into the books, fans, players and
coaches will look back and marvel
- over another phenomenal performance.
Excluding the elite squads JMU
somehow aquired, this season's
lineup realistically provides the
Dukes with only four comparable
:,:Ms.

THE UNIVERSITY of Richmond,
which defeated the Dukes 64-50 a
year ago, visits Godwin Hall for the
first time and JMU returns the
favor. Optimistic fans can hope for
at least a split.
The College of William and Mary,
who was edged twice by JMU last
season, returns a more experienced
ball club. Still, the Dukes hold the
momentum in what has become an
emotional rivalry.
George Mason University, which
also gave JMU some problems last
year, will be vying for a bit of
respectability after finishing 5-21.
The Patriots might catch the Dukes
off guard on their visit to Fairfax,
Va.
Newcomer, the U.S. Naval
Academy, is the mystery team on
the schedule, but a lineup that
returas three seniors, who combined
for cumulative averages of 4.5
points each per contest is far from
awesome.
KEYING JMU'S success will be
consistent play from its youngmembers. Something that cannot
always be counted on.
A bench ladened with speedy
players may be another factor
which permits coach Lou Campanelli to substitute freely if he

chooses to do so. This advantage of
always having fresh troops on the
court should provide JMU with a
competitive edge.
Returning up front is junior Linton
Townes, who jumped off to an impressive start last season, before
academic difficulties cut short his
playing time. Townes' ability to
shoot from outside will compliment
the run and- gun offense the Dukes
must implement to make up for
their lack of height.
Senior forward Steve Blackmon
and sophomore Dan Ruland get the
initial nod at the other two front
court positions. If Blackmon can
continue the defensive excellence he
has exhibited for three seasons and
Ruland can provide a few rebounds
at center, JMU's speed may carry
them through one more year.
SOPHOMORE GUARDS Charles
Fisher and David Dupont will be
looked
toward for offensive
leadership. Both are fast and
possess above average quickness,
more importantly they pop from the
perimeter.
These two mast be consistent
every game and avoid costly turnovers If the Dukes are going to
compile a record worthy of a postsesason invitation.
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Point differential used

Volleyball squad ousted from regionals
Through a complex tiebreaking system
James
Madison University was
eliminated from the Region II
AIAW Division II Volleyball
Championships
this past
weekend.
The Duchesses completed
pool play Friday in a threeway deadlock for first place
with Bellarmine College
(Louisville, Ky.) and Western
Carolina University. Only two

teams 1-1 records in the
playoff.
Tournament officials then
went to the point spread
method to determine the two
advancing schools. Points
scored and scored against
were added only from the
playoff phase of the competition and the Duchesses
were eliminated.
WITH THIS method it is

* Dukes

(Continued from Page 13)
finished second in
the ECAC last year."'

There was no fatigue
factor at all on our part'
teams from this grouping
could advance to championship competition the
following day.
A playoff was held in an
attempt to eliminate one
squad, but this also produced
a deadlock. JMU was crushed
by Western Carolina, 15-0, but
returned to defeat Bellarmine,
15-12.
However,
Bellarmine beat Western
Carolina to give all three

part. They continually served
well and we made it easy for
them to set up offensive
plays."
In earlier pool play JMU
defeated Western Carolina,
15-2, 15-8, and the University
of Tennessee-Martin, 14-16,15-

obvious the Duchesses were
done in by the whitewash
handed them by Western
Carolina. JMU's Coach Pat
Sargeant commented, "I took
our two timeouts and even
substituted. I tried everything
but couldn't break their
momentum."
Despite having to play all
these matches in one day,
Sargeant noted, "There was
no fatigue factor at all on our

,. CAMPANELLI BELIEVES
playing in New York will be
beneficial for two main
reasons: future recruits and
much needed publicity up
North.
For the Dukes to knock off
St.
John's,
Campanelli
believes his team will have to
force the turnovers. "We will
have to get all of the breaks,
stay out of foul trouble and
shoot exceptionally well." he
explained.
"It will just be a tremen-

It takes
a good head
to make it

through college.

10,15-12. The Duchesses lost to
Bellarmine, 15-8, 8-15, 15-8.
The tournament ends JMU's
season at 45-13.
The University of South
Carolina-Spartanburg played
host to the competition won by
the College of Charleston.

Charleston now advances to
the Association for Intercollegiate Athletics for
Women national tournament.
At only 5-foot-4 JMU's
Sharon Barr was the shortest
offensive player named to the
all-tournament team.

,
dous challange for us. It is a
big opportunity for us to step
up our program and to play in
New York City.
"We aren't in awe of St.
John's J. just hope that we can
be competitive and win a ball
game or two. I think that we
will have a better chance of
winning in the second round,"
he added.
Campanelli believes that St.
John's will be stronger than
JMU up front, "They have a
lot of firepower, better
rebounders—for
instance,
Wayne McKoy."
BUT CAMPANELLI
believes the Dukes will not be
overpowered at the back court
positions, stating, "Dupont
and Fisher can compete with
almost anybody."
Sophomore Dave Dupont,

one of JMU's starting guards,
feels fairly comfortable about
the tournament. "We have
nothing to lose," Dupont said,
"I don't think that there will
be much pressure on us. They
(St. John's) may just overlook
us waiting for the second
round; and we might surprise
a few people."
Bob Donohoe, another
sophomore on the team,
commented, "St. John's has
bigger players and that home
court advantage. But it will be
a great opportunity for us to
get some exposure outside of
the Virginia area and more
national recognition."
Although the possibility
seems eminent for the Dukes
to start off with an 0-2 record,
many positive points 'may
result from their participation
in the Lapchick Tournament.

•kUNC
(Continued from Page 13)
Duchesses with 21, and Kathy
Railey led in rebounds with 10.
Sunday, the Duchesses
played UNC in the final game
of the tournament. The Lady
Tar Heels took the opening
tap, scoring the game's first
six points, before Grice got
JMU on the board with a fivefooter from the baseline.
Playing a stingy man-toman defense, UNC built its
lead to 28-11 with 10:00 left in
the first half The Tar Heels
got some hoi inside shooting
from center Tresa Brown and
forward Kathy Crawford.

The Tar Heels then scored
the next six points and ran its
halftime lead to 48-31. Brown
led UNC with 15 first half
points and Crawford added 10.
UNC won the second half
tap and scored the first eight
points before Sonoga's jumper
got the Duchesses on the
board.
Meadows continued her
consistent performance for
the Duchesses with effective
play on both boards while
adding scoring to keep JMU in
the game.

THE TAR HEELS got
continued hot shooting from
IN THE FINAL 10 minutes Brown and Crawford and
the Tar Heels cooled off and mounted a lead that "was too
JMU got back in the game much to overcome, pulling
behind the play of Meadows. away to a 100-59 win for a
Meadows was aggressive on second tournament victory.
both ends of the court, scoring Brown finished with 25 for
off the offensive board and UNC while Meadows led the
pulling down key defensive Duchesses with 22.
The Duchesses' next game
rebounds.
Sonoga's feed to Railey off a is Wednesday at Old Dominion
fast break cut the lead to 10 University
against
the
with 3:28 left in the first half. defending national champs.
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Classifieds

Doone,bury

by Garry Trudeau
MTGUESSISTVSFROM

For Sale
FOR SALE: Fisher 45 watt
reciever, Fisher turntable
with cartridge, cassette deck
and two 75 watt speakers. 8
months old, paid $850., will
sell for $600. or best offer.
Daytime, 433-9265. Night, 3502259.
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1978 FORD FIESTA, 36,000
miles, 30mpg city, excellent
condition, $3,600 or best offer.
In Waynesboro, 943-5209 after
5 p.m.
FOR SALE: Male housing
contract. Call Dean at 4110.
FOR SALE: Male housing
contract for spring semester
in Shorts Hall. Phone Mike at
4042 or P.O. Box 1013.
FOR SALE: Male housing
contract. Call Mike at 5671 in
Ashby, room 66.
FEMALE HOUSING
CONTRACTS FOR SALE.
Call Gail 4659 or Sarah 4750.
FOR SALE: 2 male housing
contracts. Call Craig or Ed at
434-2453.
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Help Wanted
STUDENTS, You earn a
percentage, we do the work.
If interested, please phone
Denards at 434-4760. Ask for
Mrs. Moore.
FEMALE
ROOMMATE
WANTED
to
sublease
apartment at Squire Hill. Two
bedroom, two bath townhouse.
Available immediately or
next semester. $100.00 per
month plus utilities. Contact
Susan Bernerd at 434-3045.
MEM -WOMEN! JOBS ON
SHIPS! American. Foreign.
No experience required.
Excellent pay.
Worldwide
travel. Summer job or career.
Send $3.00 for information.
SEAFAX, Department G-16,
Box 2049, Port Angeles,
Washington 96362.
OVERSEAS JOBS - Summer-year round.
Europe,
south America, Australia,
Asia. AU Fields. $500-$1,200
monthly, sightseeing. Free
Info. Write: IJC Box 52-VA4,
Corona Del Mar, CA 92625.
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by Matt Wagner

Our Hero
IflMl HAS JU5T BROKE UP A
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Wanted
GRADUATE
STUDENT
SEEKS APARTMENT to
share with other graduate
students as of January l, 1981.
Please call Ed at (703) 9710198.
PAYING
IMMEDIATE
CASH for gold, silver, and
diamonds; any form or
condition. Also buying coins
(64 and before), jewelry,
pocket watches, flatware.
Need Money?
Turn that
unwanted high school ring into
instant cash. For more info
call Rick or John at 433-7271 or
433-7278.
We'll beat any
legitimate offer.

by Mark Legan

The Do-Drop bin

JTebA'C ' SoATHovJ W I tfA»*n- oN mmm,
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Lost
WANTED: Tailless cat gray, named Lucy. Please
return as soon as possible to
foreign language house or call
433-7103.
LOST: One brown cordurory
. blazer with stick pin. Reward
' dWAW'if f*htf. <CalI AM-«m'.
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Madisonman

Found
FOUND: One Scottish cap on
the night of Nov. 22. Call 5255
to identify.

by Scott Worner

WEU. MADI50NMW1,
WHAT DO YOU HAVE N
JTMC BAST
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uw.....

1 WENT TO
BLACKSBURG
TO G€T
A TURKEY
-s- FOR
THANKSGIVING
DINNER...

Services
COLLEGE TYPING AND
EDITING
SERVICES:

S/N RON BUDDY? THIS IS LAV
FROM VA.TECH. *SWi SA> WC
SEEM TO
LOST OUR
MASCOT,

SEEN HIM U£j*

GOBBLER I
HAVE YOU-

Typing and editing of theses,
term papers, and other
reports. Paper provided.
Free pick up and delivery.
Call 896-5921.
TUTOR AVAILABLE for
FORTRAN, BASIC, and preCalculus Math students. $6 per
hour. To arrange sessions
contact Charles Dambowic
Box 1041.

A

Roommates

By Tom Arvis

APARTMENT
AVAILABLE IN SQUIRE
HILL - has 2 bedrooms, 2
bathrooms, washer, dryer,
dishwasher, cable t.v. Call
Karen M. for details at 4331540, or write Box 2212.
V7-

TYPING
SERVICE:
Dissertations, theses, reports,
etc. IBM Selectric type, 17
years experience, $.80 per
page. Call Mrs. Price, 8799935.
TYPING:
Professional
work, new IBM equipment,
thesis, resumes, manuscripts,
term papers, etc. 433-8685
days, 828-3692 evenings.

Personals
DREW: Thanks for the talk.
You really are something else.
LOVE, BROWN EYES.

SIGMA NU: Was that a
rose for each brother there?
Just kidding. Thanks for the
roses, that was really sweet.
Love, Tri Sigma.
AN INVITATION TO:
anyone that doesn't have
anywhere to stay during
Thanksgiving break. Call 5247
and find out the details. My
mom says it's alright.

PASTRAMI: where's our
next rendezvous? Now we
know what's on the top floor of
Burruss. The balcony, I'll
never forget!! DUCK.
JUDY * ELAINE: Happy
Thanksgiving to the most
terrific turkeys I know.
LOVE, MS. NOSE FOR
NEWS.

WERNER
Party Package Store
915SoufhHigh Street434-6895

American Brewed Red,White &Blue
Andecker "Golden Brew for You"

TO THE CUTE FLUTIST
IN WINE-PRICE: I've seen
you at the game, I've found
you in Band, I stood near you
Sunday A.M. at Duke and now
you even watch the TODAY
show! I'd really like to meet
you and discover why you are
so unique.
THE TALL
DRUMMER.

COWBOY: I could never
give you enough thanksgiving
for the times you have been
there. You are a once in a
lifetime
friend.
LOVE,
BROWN EYES.

3RD FLOOR CHANDLER
MEN, I couldn't send you all
turkey spots so I decided to hit
you all at once. Have a good
vacation. MATT.
CONGRATULATIONS to
new Sigma Pi brothers: Jeff
Anderson, Mike Arkoian, Kent
Hyatt, Ed Jones, Barry
Lawrence, Dave McLean, Jeff
Nuckles, Craig Off, George
Quarles, Jeff Rivkin, Chris
Sandoski. and Jay Scudder.
It's great to have you aboard!

Hours:
II :00 Ml - 9 : 30 >*

"Happy Thanksgiving to You"
Michelob Light &Reg. 6 pk bot.
SiTch's Party Pac 12
Busch Party Pac 12
Erlinger "Classic Brew of 1893"
Old English "800Malt Liquor"

HEYBEANHEAD! Thanks
for the personal. I guess I owe
you a liverwurst. I hope you
enjoyed meeting my family
and friends - not still nervous I
hope. I can't wait to meet
yours. I have that same deep
down feeling - Thanks. ILY.
too. Dough-head.

St* - HUM

2.19
a79
4.39
2.19
1.89
1.29
1.99

11:00 MS - D: 30 p«
Ftt . Sal

:

Students don't forget youi
ID is good for a 15 per cen
discount on al]_ regular prict
wders.

ate
We are something else!"

JONNIE. Thanx for the
breathing room. I need it
Before you love learn to walk
on snow leaving no footprints.
Old Indonesian proverd.

All clauifM ads should bt brought to
Tht Breeze office in the testament of
Win. Price. with payment enclosed and
Issue dates spec mod. no later than noon
Tunday for Friday's issue, and no later
than noon Friday for Tuesday's Issue.
Rates ara(75 for 0-IS words, tl.SO for la50words.S3.10for 51 75 words, and SOS
for each additional word above 7s.

Longnecks Bar Bottles
Blue Ribbon Prem 1844Case 24

6.49

Have A Happy
Thanksgiving

Budweiser & Busch Prem
Stroh's "Half Quarts"Case 24
Black Label "Old Time Flavor" Case 24

7.99
8.49
4.99

From the
BODY SHOP

"Give that man a smile and a Pabst Blue Ribbon"
No. 1 Beer in Milwaukee

&

CLOUD NINE
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Viewpoint

20/20 hindsight:
a monthly review
Around campus
•Way to go Penny Sickmann and Judy Saville! These early
childhood and education majors have started a petition condemning the State Council of Higher Education's decision to cut
funding for the Anthony-Seeger Campus School.
The 800-signature petition will be presented to SCHEV at its
December meeting when James Madison University President
Ronald Carrier appeals the funding cut. Although it is too late for
names to be added to the petition, we urge anyone who supports
this cause to write directly to SCHEV.
• Luigi's petition calling for the return of rock V roll
programming to WMRA has been submitted to the station with
over 1,100 names. It is now up to the public radio station to
recognize the public's support for rock programming and to
initiate a rock show.
• J.M.'s Pub & Delicatessen has come to town, using the James
Madison University name on its shirt logos, menus and ads. The
manager of J.M.'s claims that the items were supposed to read
"across from James Madison University" but that the words
"across from " were left off because of a printers' error. The
administration here has accepted this explanation and will not
seek legal action.
We think that the explanation is suspect. The design of the
original ad had the JMU name in a semicircle and did not leave
room for the words "across from." Nor does that logo look attractive with the words stamped on it, as J.M.'s has done. A new
ad uses a different design.
A more probable explanation is that J.M.'s wanted to claim a
student clientele by feigning affiliation. When the scheme to make
bucks was challenged, J.M.'s simply passed the buck to their
printer.
•Chuck Cunningham has been chosen as The Breeze's Turkey of
the Year, but we would like to cast votes for two runners up.
1) Whoever took several stacks of The Breeze from the Warren
University Union to stuff the turkey ballot box, denying many
others a copy of the-newspaper.
2) Whoever threw the cards from the ride board on the floor of
the post office lobby last weekend. This person picked a poor time
for a practical joke, considering the Thanksgiving holiday.
• Student Government Association President Chuck Cunningham
will have to keep his $1,600 salary. The proposal to reduce it to
$1,200 was killed in committee. Chuck was disappointed, since he
feels that JMU students should not support the highest paid SGA
officer in the state. Also, he feels that he does not do $400 more
work than the other SGA officers here.
If Chuck still believes these things, he can voluntarily donate
those $400 to the SGA contingency fund or some other student
cause. It's your move, Chuck, and we will be happy to provide you
with some suggested causes.
• Update on the two alleged rape attempts reported in The Breeze
at the end of last month: One is going to trial early in December,
and the other is still under investigation. The pleasant town of
Harrisonburg is not as safe as it seems.
Fortunately, campus security does offer an escort sevice.
Currently, the SGA is not working to establish an escort service
but is supposed to next semester. Why the wait?
•Thecomic strip Doonesbury is now 10 years old. Only 10? From
the mouths of babes...
• NOTES. Nice job to all those fraternities that participated in a
"rock off' to raise $1,000 for Big Brothers, Big Sisters...Also to
Logan Hall for its "lock-in" that raised $1,500 for a three-year-old
boy suffering from cancer...JMU has exceeded the state's
limitations on enrollment, which is hardly suprising considering
the Howard Johnson's and Belle Meade situations...In September, The Breeze was told that a housing lottery might be
started here. Questions asked recently revealed no new information. What's going on?...Thanks to the Commuter Student
Committee for starting a housing transfer file ..Happy
Thanksgiving...

Quotes of note
• Judy Saville, on the petition to save Anthony-Seeger school:
"Although it doesn't directly affect Penny and I, we don't think
we can just sit back and see the school close down."
SGA Presii
ry: "I'm
other off!

k Cunningham, on cutting the president's
not overburdened with work anymore than
pecially not.$400 .worth."

Please turn on the library heat
By DIANE DUNN
There are signs of winter everywhere on
campus. Leaves are falling off the trees,
people are wearing coats and gloves and it is
freezing in the library. In fact, some days it is
difficult to detect a change in temperature
when you enter the library and it is often more
windy inside the building than it is outside.
Apparently those in charge of buildings and
grounds are under the misguided notion that
there is heat on in the library.
Perhaps my wrath is pointed at the wrong
people, or I should say the wrong thing According to the Nov. 7 issue of
The Breeze,
James Madison University has spent $250,000
on an energy-saving computer. The energy
efficiency program coordinator here, Jim
Auckland, said in the article that the computer
system should pay for itself in a few years. It
seems the computer is trying to pay for itself
entirely this year.
But, since computers are not generally
paranoid about losing their jobs, they usually
do what humans program them to do. Some
human must have programmed the computer
to keep the library temperature at a minimum
level. Maybe the programmer is experimenting with the possibilities of
cryogenics. If so, I would like to inform the
programmer that students do not study well
when they are cold. It is difficult to turn the
pages with mittens on.
If the computer programmer is not at fault
then it might be the computer itself. If this is
the case, JMU should get a refund and spend
the $250,000 on heating oil.
My intention is not to berate the idea of
saving energy. Energy conservation is an
admirable pursuit. Not only admirable, but
necessary. There are, however, good and bad
ways to save energy. An example of a good
energy saving method is the energy conservation contest that now is underway.
Motivated by the contest, students could
voluntarily save the university more than a

quarter of a million dollars a year, according
to Auckland in another article in The
Breeze
Nov. 7. The key word is "voluntarily." Students can voluntarily cut back
energy use where it is being wasted. Perhaps it
has not occurred to buildings and grounds
personnel, the energy computer or Mr.
Auckland that no heating energy was being
wasted in the library before the installation of
the computer.
I am well aware of other conservation
measures taken by the university, including
the distribution of multitudes of flourescent
orange stickers that ask me to "Please turn off
lights when not in use. Conserve Energy. Save
Electricity." In fact I'm proud to say my little
orange sticker is still intact on my light switch,
and I do turn off lights. I also try to conserve in
other ways, as do my friends. I am even aware
of the federal government's request that
building temperatures be kept at 65 degrees,
and if I had my own thermostat, I would try to
comply.
Contests, stickers and guidelines are all
good, realistic ways to save energy. Cutting
back heat in an area that has not been wasting
energy in the first place is a bad way to accomplish conservation because of its negative
effects- negative effects like blue fingernails
and frostbite.
A friend of mine and I asked a librarian last
week about the building's low temperature.
The librarian, who was wearing several
sweaters herself, replied that the library staff
has asked buildings and grounds to turn up the
heat several times but still has no heat.
Perhaps I am being too selfish and
hedonistic, but I always have been under the
impression that when students paid for room,
board and tuition that payment included
adequate heat. If heat is not included in those
fees, I suggest Mr. Auckland use the money he
is saving with his computer on blankets and
cold capsules to be issued when students enter
the library.
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Readers' Forum will return
after Thanksgiving.
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Thanks for mall, Eatery, etc,...
By TRIC1A FISCHETTI
I know, it's almost Thanksgiving. Time to go
home and be with the folks, maybe even the
whole clan. Time to eat turkey and to watch
parades and football games on TV.
Time to say the usual empty thank yous.
But there are some things we can be truly
thankful for this year. So before you pack up to
go home (I know, your ride is leaving tonight,
so you'll just have to cut all your Tuesday and
Wednesday classes. What a shame.) stop and
reflect with me over some of the recent events
for which we should give thanks this
Thanksgiving. Pass the cranberry sauce,
please.
The Pedestrian Mall is finally finished, and it
looks good, believe it or not.
•A new restaurant opened up across from
campus to give us another choice for late night
munchies. How convenient.
•The library addition is taking shape. Those
of us who fight for seats in the present structure can hardly wait.
•A JMU graduate (and former editor of The
Breeze) wrote the play Punch Henry's Jazz
Funeral which debuted in Wampler last spring
and soon svill be performed at the Kennedy
Center in Washington, D.C.
•A new fine arts building may be in the works.
Yea, the department needs the space!
•JMU has its own nursing program.
•Dukes Grill has extended its hours and is
now open at 11 a.m. for contract diners who
skip breakfast. Its specials aren't bad either
especially for those of us who can remember
using "chew cards."
^
• Pat Benatar is coming to Wilson Hall. What a
way to come back after Thanksgiving!
•The Eatery is great, offering D-hall diners
another choice and providing a relaxed,

comfortable atmosphere in a convenient
location. (Now, if Food Services will only keep
it operating. Please?)
•Security offers a late-night escort service for
women. Hopefully, students will take advantage of it. They should.
•I know they were put in because of the
mobile homes, but the new steps to Wine-Price
are great and have been sorely needed for
some time. (Now, if they'd only finish the
dumb parking deck out front. What ah
eyesore.)
• Graduation fees have been made a part of
student fees. A good idea and just in time for
some of us.
• Curio magazine has another interesting and
attractive issue coming out before Christmas.
If you haven't heard of the magazine yet, you
will.
•We finally know who shot J.R. (if any of us
cared.)
• The bookstore was extended, and the extra
space helps.
•There's a new radio station in the Valley—
WJSY.
• The permanent campus telephone directories are finally out, and they were worth the
wait. The extra yellow pages and added
general campus information in the front of the
book are very helpful. The coupons were also a
nice bonus.
•The D-hall Digest now also publishes the
menus of The Eatery and Dukes. Thanks, but
now could you put the calorie content back as
well?
• We have a 6'3" freshman on our women's
basketball team. (Look out, Lady Monarchs!)
•Exams are coming up, but don't worry, so is
the end of the semester and a nice, long break.
Done your Christmas shopping yet?

Blessings exist despite changing world
By DONNA SIZEMORE
Americans today live in a much different
world than that of their forefathers. But
despite decades of war, racism, poverty and
political unrest and triumph, the tradition of
Thanksgiving has survived.
On the eve of this Thanksgiving, however,
one wonders if 1980 really is a time for thanks.
The cost of food is rising monthly,, and
economists predict a 12 percent increase in
1981. Still worse, unemployment denies many
Americans the necessities of life: food,
clothing and shelter. For instance, housing 10
years ago required about 25 percent of a
family's income, now it consumes more than 30
percent.
Gasoline and fuel prices have more than
doubled in the past decade, with further increases likely in the coming years. The future
availability of fuel is sketchy, at best.
Violent crimes like rape, abduction and
murder have consistently risen over the past
decade. Statistics show that divorces often
outnumber marriages; researchers claim that
lack of communication is the principal reason.
Broken homes often result from these failing
marriages, and it is the children who suffer.
America's world stature has shrunk. For
more than a year, the country has been at the
mercy of Iran, a nation hardly the size of
Texas.
The average American takes 215 aspirins a
year, owes over $5,000 and probably believes ,
he is overweight. Not only has the cost of living
risen, but the cost of dying has as well. Funeral
prices rose 60 percent in the past decade.
VALUES IN this country have undergone a
definite change. The pioneer spirit of our
forefathers has become the materialistic quest
of the 20th century. In the race to get ahead, we
have progressed a great deal, but we have left
something behind.
Early in our history, the family was the
country's backbone. Today, the American
family faces extinction. In the race to get
ahead, often both mothers and fathers work to
provide financial security
Their chfldreri grow up
iij with electronic games

and trips to Disneyland but with very little
love.
The demise of the American family has
taken its toll on the country, and values have
dramatically changed. The most well read
book in the days of the Pilgrims was the Bible.
Today, one of our best sellers is Looking Out
for Number One. We have become victims of
our own success.
AMERICANS DO live in a different world
than their forefathers, and indeed, there may
not seem to be as much to be thankful for today
as in the 17th century. But, we still are better
off than many others, and despite the bleak
outlook of the future, we have the resources to
change our situation.
We are still one of the most powerful and
blessed nations in the world. American's
necessities still are many people's luxuries.
Further, our sense of direction is an individual choice. No one tells us to work sue
days a week at a specific job. We can worship
God as we choose without fear of punishment.
We are afforded the opportunity to express our
views without government sanctions. There
are communist countries where people are put
to death for this honest expression of individuality.
We should be thankful for these freedoms
and take care not to abuse them. Our.
forefather's ideals, while simple, have allowed
our progress thus far, the progress being
happiness for our people.
It is individuals who achieve this type of
progress. Individual people shape history in
small ways every day of their lives. No leader,
no matter how charismatic or powerful, can
lead people who refuse to be led.
Outlook is what determines an individual's
progress. For example, after a storm, one can
either see the grayness or the rainbow. These
trying times can be cause for either pessimism
and fear or for a cry for change and a promise
of hope. We either can be resentful about our
bad situation or thankful for its good.
The opportunity for change and the tally of
cherished- freedoms-do maker NM'i year'for
thanks.

Predictable

Average holiday
By MIKE KICKAKI)
Sherman clutched his suitcase tightly as he boarded the
bus. The driver took his crumpled ticket and he found a
window seat. He laid his weary head against the torn
upholstery and sighed in relief. Thanksgiving was a day
away.
Watching the miles of pavement pass in blurred
movement, he anticipated the sight of a table covered with
the most delicious foods imaginable. He closed his eyes and
tasted the sweet cranberries rolling over his tongue. He
smelled the unmistakable aroma of a butterball turkey and
an oven-baked pumpkin pie. He inadvertantly drooled and,
embarrassed, wiped his mouth. Sherman dozed off. Only
two more hours and he would be home.
The bus rolled into town and he awoke to its hissing
brakes. He rushed off the bus and ran the two blocks home.
Wheezing and regretting the foolish sprint, he carried
himself up the driveway and onto the porch. His detailed
visions of edible delights persisted as he walked inside.
The sounds of pans in the kitchen and footsteps upstairs
popped his momentary bubble. The house was as busy as
ever. Mother's smiling face was the first to appear, and
close behind was little Sandra with the fresh remains of
pumpkin batter
^^^ smeared on her face.

Mother's walk became adash as she lunged to get
the first hug. Sherman
rolled his eyes and kissed
his mother. Sandra dashed
too but he didn't kiss her.
Who on earth kisses his
sister? Responding to Mother's beckoning call
the four rumbling footsteps came prancing downstairs:
Junior and Melvin. Junior, the smallest of the clan, immediately charged Sherman and proceeded to chop away at
his left knee with his new toy tomahawk. Melvin followed,
shooting his Cowboy Bob cap pistol at his eider brother.
"Don't point guns at people, young man!" Mother
responded, annoyed. While Melvin, perturbed at Mother's
unwarranted interference in the premeditated attack,
pointed the firearm at his own head and threatened suicide,
Sherman seated himself on the living room couch. Minutes
later, Father entered the room, rake in hand. He happily
postponed his backyard activities to welcome home his
eldest offspring.
When conversation ended a few. hours later, Sherman
headed upstairs for a long-awaited sleep.
The next day, Thanksgiving meal was a bit more
tranquil. The multitidue of food was just as Sherman had
imagined. Mother even prepared brussel sprouts, though no
one liked them. The food was passed and plates were filled.
Junior and Melvin fought for the seat next to Sherman,
while Sandra made distorted facial expressions when the
brussel sprouts came her way. Sherman was more concerned with getting his fair share of the scarce pimento
olives and deviled eggs. When Junior and Melvin's dispute
was finally settled by Father's firm decision, the whole
family bowed their heads and said a prayer of thanks. A
picture of unity.
The happy,family then stuffed their faces. Junior spilled
mashed potatoes in his lap but cleverly hid them with a
napkin. Sandra refused to eat any vegetables, fearing they
would take up the dessert room in her stomach. Melvin
busied himself by sneaking his one brussel sprout to the
family mutt, who promptly ate it and then regurgitated in
the kitchen corner. Father questioned Sherman about the
females at college, and Mother told him to stop and finish
his meal.
Sandra called Junior a slob, and Father scolded Sandra to
mind her manners or no dessert. With Melvin's willing help.
Mother discovered the mashed potatoes in Junior's lap and
threatened to exile him to the kitchen to dine by himself.
Junior called Melvin a tattle-tale and vowed revenge with
his tomahawk.
Sherman just looked around and ate. He observed the
confusion with a different attitude than ever before. This
was no ordinary confusion, this was home. Sherman looked
at his plate, glanced around the table, and then thanked the
good Lord for all that he had. Even- though everyone but
him did have an extra- deviled egg. • - * •
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Big brothers, sisters gain
'a new perspective in life*
By VICKI BLANN
Studying was not enough to
satisfy Chris Miskel. a junior
at James Madison University.
She solved her problem by
becoming a big sister to 8year-old
Angie
Orndoff.
Counseling, reading sessions,
baking and playing sports
together put the knolwedge
'she is gaining from her
education courses to practical
use.
Miskel is one of 25 JMU
students who volunteered to
participate in Harrisonburg's
Big
Brother-Big
Sister
program.
The program was founded
in 1976 to help area children,
ages 6-16, deal with peer,
school and family problems.
Currently, 130 children and 65
volunteers are involved with
the program, half the children
are awaiting matches.
TO BE A big brother or big
sister, a person must be 18
years old and be willing to
spend at least three hours a
week for a year with a child.
According to Debi Dvorscak, executive director of the
program, "Applicants must
show a genuine concern for
children and be willing to
develop a friendship."
Applicants are required to
go through an informal in-

terview and a short orientation. They are then matched
with a child who would be best
suited for the relationship.
Training
sessions
and
follow-up workshops are
rnnriiirlpd throuehout the
year, dealing with communication skills, alcoholism
and child abuse, Dvorscak
said.
Children are usually sent to
the program by welfare aides,
teachers.
and
court
authorities, she said, adding
that occasionally, children
will call up and request a big
brother or big sister, Miskel
said.
"FOR ME, having a little
sister is a learning experience
all the way around. I can
apply things I am learning by
experiencing them with my
little sister. It is nice to know
that the kids need you."
Campus organizations such
as Catholic Campus Ministry.
Circle K. Sigma Sigma Sigma
Sorority, and Kappa Sigma
Fraternity help with the
volunteer program
Kris
Lawson.
Kappa
Sigma's service chairman,
spoasored a number of social
events for the organization,
including a Halloween party
and a trip to a basketball
game for the children. By

participating in the events, he
became involved with the
children and is now a big
brother.
"It's great! We care about
each other. Being a big
brother gives you a different
perspective in life," Lawson
said.
Kris's little brother, Shaun
Humphrey, said "I think Kris
is cool. I really like him a lot.
He plays football with me and
helps
me
with
my
homework."
Dave Anderson, another
JMU student in the Big
Brother-Big Sister program,
has taken his little brother to
D-Hall, the campus library,
and football games.
After the last home football
game, Anderson took his little
brother, Jimmy, and Jimmy's
4-year-old girlfriend out for
pizza. "It's just as rewarding
for me as it is for the child. I
feel it is beneficial for him
because I act as a male role
mode. I feel we have really
progressed." Anderson said.
According to Dvorscak,
"The program has been very
successful. We have seen
improvement in grades, and
more
effective
communication between children
and their families. In general,
the children seem to feel
better about themselves.
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"APPLICANTS MUST show a genuine
concern for children and be willing to develop
a friendship," says Debi Dvorscak, director
of the Harrisonburg Big Brother-Big Sister
program. Top left: Kris Lawson enjoys
playing with his little brother. Shaun Mm
phey. Below left and above: Chris Miskel
spends a day at the park with little sister
Angie Orndorff.

